Where the world of physical therapy meets

SPONSORSHIP AND EXHIBITION PROSPECTUS

www.wcpt.org/wcpt2019
Established in 1951, the World Confederation for Physical Therapy is the sole international voice for physical therapy, representing more than 450,000 physical therapists worldwide through its 109 member organisations. The member organisations are organised into five regions.

**WCPT subgroups**

WCPT subgroups provide a global gathering point for physical therapists with a specific clinical interest. There are subgroups in:

- acupuncture
- animal practice
- cardiorespiratory
- electrophysical agents
- mental health
- neurology
- older people
- orthopaedic and manipulative therapy
- paediatrics
- private practice
- sports
- women’s health

**WCPT networks**

WCPT also has more informal networks, allowing physical therapists with similar interests to exchange information and ideas. There are networks in:

- amputee rehabilitation
- aquatic physical therapy
- early career researchers
- health promotion
- ICF
- intellectual and developmental disability
- journal editors
- occupational health and ergonomics
- oncology, palliative care and HIV
- pain
- physical therapist educators
- spinal cord injury
- students and early career professionals

**WCPT in social media**

Get the latest WCPT updates on Facebook (over 70,500 likes):
www.facebook.com/#!/pages/World-Confederation-for-Physical-Therapy-WCPT/116826698351147

Connect with delegates on the Congress Facebook group: www.facebook.com/groups/604324836351791/

Follow WCPT on Twitter (15,800 followers):
https://twitter.com/#!/WCPT1951

Join the conversation by using #WCPT2019 when tweeting about the congress

Follow WCPT on LinkedIn (7,750 followers):
www.linkedin.com/company/world-confederation-for-physical-therapy-wcpt-

Watch the roundup video of the WCPT Congress 2017 along with recordings of sessions:
www.youtube.com/user/theWCPT/featured
Dear industry partners

In May 2019 WCPT will hold its 19th Congress in Geneva. This is a unique gathering of the global physical therapy community. The fact that we are holding the congress in Geneva means that we will draw large numbers.

The excitement is already palpable in the global physical therapy community, evidenced by a record number of over 100 high-quality applications submitted for focused symposia. The twenty-six chosen draw on leaders in practice, research, education, policy and leadership from across the globe. This is just the start of what I know will be an exciting and engaging programme.

The WCPT Congress always attracts an international audience of highly motivated delegates seeking the latest in research, practice and education, as well as products and services. In recent years, our level of engagement and reach within the global community has grown and so we expect a record number of attendees in Geneva. With approximately 5,000 physical therapy professionals from over 100 countries expected to attend, sponsoring and exhibiting at the WCPT Congress 2019 is a unique opportunity to further develop your existing network and to engage with those who are attending for the first time.

Our exhibition spaces have always played a key role in the success of congress. The introduction of the new Indaba meeting space in 2017 was a great success, and located within the exhibition space drew large numbers of congress participants. We intend to continue with this initiative as well other aspects of programming to enable you to engage with our delegates.

Your participation plays a key role in WCPT’s efforts to deliver a high quality congress to the global physical therapy community. From an attendee’s point of view, the exhibition is the largest international physical therapy marketplace: an opportunity to discover new products, see expert demonstrations and try them out first hand.

Exhibiting is a great way to engage delegates, demonstrate products and build strong, meaningful, and lasting relationships with our international audience. We encourage you to take advantage of the varied options available. Several sponsorship opportunities also exist to extend your reach far beyond congress participants to thousands in the physical therapy community accessing the WCPT website and congress educational resources.

We look forward to seeing you at the WCPT Congress 2019.

Yours sincerely

Emma K Stokes
WCPT President
The WCPT Congress is the largest international gathering of physical therapy professionals in the world. Now held once every two years, it brings together clinicians, educators, researchers, managers and policy makers. It is truly where the world of physical therapy meets.

**Dates:** 10–13 May 2019

**Venue:** Palexpo, Geneva, Switzerland

---

**A Congress snapshot**

Approximately **4,000** participants from over **100** countries

**Who?**

- Clinician
- Educator
- Manager
- Other
- Policy maker
- Student (post-qualifying)
- Student (pre-qualifying)
- Researcher
- Retired

**Where?**

- North America
- Caribbean
- Africa
- South America
- Western Pacific
- Asia
- Europe
- Non WCPT MO

**Why?**

- Renewed sense of commitment: 40%
- Networking / collaboration: 75%
- New knowledge: 67%
- CPD credit: 47%
- Greater awareness of issues: 53%

**In the exhibition hall**

- Welcome reception
- Poster presentations - changed daily
- Catering
- Indaba sessions
- Industry workshops
- Exercise & healthy living zone
- Art & health exhibition
- Informal networking areas
WHY SHOULD YOU ATTEND?

When you sponsor and exhibit at the WCPT Congress 2019, you open doors to extraordinary opportunities. Sponsors and exhibitors have the unique benefit of reaching the physical therapy community at a single international event.

Your participation provides an excellent opportunity to:

- **generate new business** with direct, face-to-face access to senior decision makers within the physical therapy community
- **increase image and brand awareness** in the international physical therapy community before, during, and after congress
- **broaden your competitive edge** by showcasing your products and services to many clients in one space in an interactive environment
- **demonstrate your commitment** to the profession
The World Confederation for Physical Therapy, our 109 member organisations and the 450,000 members of the physical therapy community we represent, wish to thank our valued sponsors and exhibitors for their support of past WCPT Congresses. These companies and organisations benefited from their association with WCPT, before, during and after the congress. We look forward to seeing you again in Geneva in 2019! Please note that sponsors are shown in red.
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BECOME A CONGRESS PARTNER

Build your own customised congress partnership package

Your partnership level will be recognised according to the total amount you spend.

**Headline partner:** £25,000 and above

**Lead partner:** £15,000 - £25,000

**Partner:** £8,000 - £15,000

Partnership packages make your brand stand out. Benefits include:

**Headline partner:** £25,000 and above

- Logo on every page of the congress website
- Announcement in a WCPT Congress Update
- Full page colour advert in final congress e-programme
- Logo in all issues of congress e-news
- Exhibition stand, max 18m² included*
- Logo on sponsor boards onsite (registration and exhibition hall)
- Logo on electronic screens
- Logo in sponsor section of congress app
- Logo and description in final congress e-programme
- Company description and logo with web link on sponsor page of congress website
- 3 Full congress passes, 6 Opening Ceremony and Welcome Reception tickets, 4 party night tickets

**Lead partner:** £15,000 - £25,000

- Exhibition stand, max 18m² included*
- Logo on congress website (excluding homepage)
- Logo on sponsor boards onsite (registration and exhibition hall)
- Logo on electronic screens
- Logo in sponsor section of congress app
- Logo and description in final congress e-programme
- Company description and logo with web link on sponsor page of congress website
- 2 Full congress passes, 4 Opening Ceremony and Welcome Reception tickets, 2 party night tickets

**Partner:** £8,000 - £15,000

- Exhibition stand, max 9m² included*
- Logo on congress website (excluding homepage)
- Logo on sponsor boards onsite (registration and exhibition hall)
- Logo on electronic screens
- Logo in sponsor section of congress app
- Logo and description in final congress e-programme
- Company description and logo with web link on sponsor page of congress website
- 4 Opening Ceremony and Welcome Reception tickets

* Stand size may be increased at partner’s cost.

Partnership opportunities are listed from page 10. All prices exclude VAT at 7.7%
9m² basic shell scheme exhibition stand: £3,300

Each standard 3m x 3m shell scheme stand will include the following:

- 1 table, 2 chairs and 1 bin
- white wall panels (L100 x H250 cm)
- carpet
- fascia board with company name and booth number
- 1 rail of 2 LED spotlights
- 1 triple-socket
- 1 kw electricity*

* If exhibitors require additional electricity this can be purchased when the exhibitor manual becomes available.

Larger shell scheme stands

Shell scheme space is available in 9m² increments with a discount of 10% per additional unit.

Space only stands - 18m² minimum

Space only 18m² stands are priced at £5,800.

A 10% discount is applied on increments on larger space only stands. Space is available in 9m² increments only.

BOOK A STAND

BOOK HERE

Illustration of 3m x 3m shell scheme stand, this may not be an exact representation of your actual stand
Online scientific content archive  £20,000

Extend your visibility with WCPT Congress delegates and the wider physical therapy community for years after congress with this opportunity. WCPT will create an online archive of all abstracts, submitted posters and PowerPoint presentations from WCPT Congress 2019. The archives from the previous three congresses have received well over 169,000 website hits.

As the exclusive partner of the scientific content archive your benefits include:

- logo on the WCPT Congress 2019 archive web page
- 3 x banner advertisements on the archive web page. The banner advertisement will be changed quarterly in the 12 months after the congress
- recognition on the WCPT website as “Scientific content archive partner”

WCPT Congress app  £12,000

Expose your brand to all participants via their individual mobile devices by sponsoring the WCPT Congress app which will be released before the congress.

As the exclusive Congress app partner your benefits include:

- partner logo on the app splash screen
- recognition in all e-letters sent to delegates regarding the app prior to the congress
- recognition on app signage around the venue
- partner banner on all programme pages linking to partner’s personalised page within the app
- recognition in the final e-programme and on the website as “Congress app partner”

Note: WCPT will select and configure the congress app.

Congress iPlanner  £8,000

The congress iPlanner boosts the productivity of delegates onsite. It allows delegates to plan their congress programme and view it online as well as on the congress app.

The iPlanner features a clickable per-day view of sessions, chairs, presenters and abstracts. The iPlanner includes an extensive search function and an itinerary builder to plan the delegate’s visit during the congress.

As the exclusive partner of the Congress iPlanner your benefits include:

- support will be recognised on the home screen with “Supported by...” with logo
- supporter’s logo and acknowledgment in Congress Update announcements sent to all delegates
- recognition on the website as “Congress iPlanner partner”
CHOOSE YOUR PARTNERSHIP OPTIONS

Poster area  £8,000

Approximately 600 poster presenters will display their posters on one of the three congress days in the exhibition hall, with a total of circa 1,800 posters presented throughout congress. Sponsorship of the poster display is a high visibility opportunity, with your company logo on poster signage and on each poster board. This opportunity is available to a maximum of two partners.

Poster display partner benefits include:
- partner logos on poster board numbers, one for each partner per board surface
- partner logos on all signage in poster area
- partner logos on Poster information desk

Note: Partners do not have any input into poster content or presenter selection.

Welcome networking reception  £8,000

The welcome networking reception will be held in the exhibition hall at the end of day one. It is a key event for delegates to network in a social setting. This opportunity is available to a maximum of two partners.

Welcome networking reception partner benefits include:
- recognition on screen at the end of the opening ceremony and venue signage
- opportunity for partners to provide additional pop-up banners at entrance to and within the exhibition hall
- recognition on the website as “Welcome reception partner”
- four complimentary guest tickets to opening ceremony and welcome reception

Note: WCPT will make all arrangements for the welcome networking reception.

Volunteer package  £8,000

With 250 volunteers onsite, the volunteer sponsorship package associates your brand with the goodwill of volunteerism and provides one of the most highly visible opportunities at congress as volunteers work across all venues. This opportunity is available to a maximum of two partners.

Volunteer package partner benefits include:
- opportunity to have your company logo included on more than 200 congress volunteer t-shirts
- company logo on volunteer lounge signage
- acknowledgement at the volunteer reception to thank volunteers
- recognition on the website as “Volunteer partner”

Note: The t-shirt will be selected and designed by WCPT.
CHOOSE YOUR PARTNERSHIP OPTIONS

Lanyards  £8,000
Imagine your logo on every lanyard, increasing your company’s brand recognition each time delegates interact with one another.
As an exclusive option, lanyard partner benefits include:
• company name or website on lanyards
• recognition on the website as “Lanyard partner”
Note: The congress will make all arrangements for lanyards.

WiFi  £5,000
Wireless network provision: delegates wishing to access the internet via their own laptop/smartphone may do so by using the congress WiFi. A branded screen will bear the supporter’s logo and company name when they log in. The partner of this piece of technology will receive strong visibility throughout the event.
As the exclusive partner of WiFi your benefits include:
• supporter’s logo on WiFi signage around the venue showing the WiFi code
• logo in general information on the congress app and programme explaining access to WiFi
• recognition in the final e-programme and on the website as “WiFi partner”

Industry workshops  £5,000 per workshop
WCPT is offering exhibitors and partners the opportunity to deliver 25 minute seminars/presentations during break and lunch times to showcase the latest research and products from your company. These will be promoted via the congress app.

Coffee/tea breaks  £5,000
Two daily coffee and tea breaks are offered to congress participants. Opportunities for companies to support these breaks exist and the partner will benefit from ample visibility.
As the exclusive partner of coffee/tea breaks your benefits include:
• company logo placed on signage at each coffee/tea break station
• recognition on the website as “Coffee/tea breaks partner”

Congress e-news  £5,000 per article
A congress e-news will be distributed via e-mail to WCPT’s congress mailing list, over 5,300 individuals, at the end of each day with a round-up of the day’s events. This is a unique opportunity to reach both delegates attending the event and the wider physical therapy community. Only two articles, maximum 50 words each, will be allowed per issue. They will be allocated on a first-come first-served basis. WCPT reserves the right of approval on all copy.
Delegate bag  £3,000

Sponsorship of the souvenir delegate bag gives you instant brand awareness to all congress delegates that endures long after congress has ended. The delegate bag will be given to all attendees and is used for many years after congress, extending your visibility and return on investment. This opportunity is available to a maximum of three partners.

Souvenir delegate bag partner your benefits include:

- company logo on one side of the bag (mono or white versions of logos may be used)
- recognition on the website as “Delegate bag partner”

Note: WCPT will select the bag

Hydration stations  £3,000

Keep congress delegates hydrated by supporting water stations located throughout the exhibition hall.

As the exclusive partner of hydration stations your benefits include:

- company logo on signage at hydration stations in exhibition hall
- opportunity to provide additional gifts or branding (subject to approval)
- recognition on the website as “Hydration stations partner”

Art & health competition and exhibition  £3,000

This will be a high profile event initiated pre-congress, culminating in an art & health exhibition at WCPT Congress 2019. The competition generates much interest with many WCPT member organisations highlighting the event in their own publications, and you therefore benefit from the exposure in advance of congress.

As the exclusive partner of the art and health competition your benefits include:

- acknowledgement of your partnership with company logo and link to website on the WCPT website pages featuring the competition prior to congress
- acknowledgement of your partnership with company logo and link to website on the WCPT website pages featuring winning entries for one year following congress
- acknowledgement of the partner’s support will appear in any related new article
- acknowledgement of the partner’s support and their logo on any press releases issued regarding the competition
- logo on all certificates awarded
- acknowledgment of partnership at display of entries in the exhibit hall
- recognition in the final e-programme as “Art and health competition and exhibition partner”
CHOOSE YOUR PARTNERSHIP OPTIONS

Webcasting / WCPT TV  £Price on application
Congress webcasts capture the action and debate of live sessions so that participants can access the information they need in their own time. You’ll demonstrate your support of onsite education, associating your work with the vibrant content at the congress.

The webcasts will include audio and PowerPoint recordings of all focused symposia sessions available via the congress website post-congress, subject to speaker permissions. The option to provide virtual online access to these sessions during congress is also being explored. Recordings of presentations on the WCPT YouTube channel have received over 43,000 views.

Legacy programme  £Price on application
As part of its commitment to creating a lasting legacy from each WCPT Congress, WCPT will work to raise awareness among the profession and through public outreach of a particular issue. WCPT was recognised for its legacy programme at the WCPT Congress 2017 in Cape Town when it won an Incredible Impacts award for its range of outstanding activities that benefitted Africa and the wider community (www.wcpt.org/news/congress-wins-incredible-impacts-november17).

Swiss House  £Price on application
Situated in the global physical therapy village, Swiss House will be the place for delegates to meet their physioswiss colleagues, discover more about the profession in Switzerland and ask questions about their time in Geneva. Sponsorship of Swiss House may appeal to local companies. This opportunity is open to more than one company.

We’d value a conversation with you
We are open to any ideas you may have for original, bespoke packages and opportunities. We understand that your valuable marketing budget must work hard to achieve the highest possible return on investment, and we want to make sure that the package you choose gives you the best access to the most meaningful audiences.

Contact
Shahida Wood
Industry Sales Consultant
T +44 (0)7741 907562
E exhibition@wcpt.org
Skype shahidawood
EXHIBITION FLOOR PLAN

Please view the congress website for the most up to date version of the floor plan www.wcpt.org/wcpt2019/exhibition

Available
Booked
Not for profit stand

EXHIBITION FLOOR PLAN

ABSTRACT POSTER PRESENTATIONS

EXERCISE AND HEALTHY LIVING ZONE

ART & HEALTH

INDABA ZONE

SWISS HOUSE

WCPT

INDUSTRY WORKSHOPS

ENTRANCE / EXIT

www.wcpt.org/wcpt2019/exhibition
DEFINITIONS

Advert in one issue of Congress e-News: You can provide an advertisement for Congress e-News. There is a limited amount of advertising space and advertisements will be placed on a first-come first-served basis. All artwork to be supplied by the sponsor.

Announcement in a WCPT Congress Update: Your sponsorship will be announced in a WCPT Congress Update (published electronically), prior to congress, which will be sent to the more than 5,300 individuals on the WCPT mailing list. The announcement will include a brief company description and web link. All content will be approved by WCPT.

Colour advert in final e-programme: Headline partners will be able to provide a full page advert for the final e-programme. Advert placement will be on a first-come first-served basis and will be either back cover, inside front cover, inside back cover or one full page inside the programme.

Company description and logo with website link on congress website: Your text (up to 100 words) will be included on the congress website (sponsors page) from time of payment to twelve months post congress.

Exhibition stand: Standard shell scheme package as outlined on page 9.

Full congress passes: A full congress pass is one congress registration, allowing participation in all aspects of the congress. It includes the opening ceremony and welcome reception.

Opening ceremony and welcome reception guest tickets: The opening ceremony will be held on the evening of 10th May at 18:00. It will be followed by the welcome reception which will take place in the exhibition hall. Opening ceremony and welcome reception tickets issued as part of your sponsorship package are for company personnel only.

Party night tickets: Party night is the official social of the congress and will take place on the evening of 12th May. Party night tickets issued as part of your congress partnership package are for company personnel only.

Sponsor logo and description in final e-programme: Your text (up to 100 words) will be included in the final e-programme.

Sponsor logo featured within all issues of Congress e-News: Your logo will be featured within the masthead of Congress e-News distributed via e-mail to WCPT’s congress mailing list, over 5,300 individuals.

Sponsor logo on congress website (excluding home page): Sponsors' logos will appear on every page of the congress website (excluding the congress home page). The congress website received 380,677 page views in the twelve months leading up to the 2017 congress.

Sponsor logo on home page of congress website: Your logo will be featured on the home page of the WCPT Congress website: www.wcpt.org/wcpt2019. In 2017, the congress home page received in excess of 77,383 page views in the twelve months leading up to the congress.

Sponsor logo on electronic screens: Sponsors will be acknowledged on electronic screens throughout the venue for the duration of the congress.

Changes to opportunities and benefits: WCPT reserves the right to change opportunities and benefits as necessary.
TERMS & CONDITIONS

1. WCPT retains the right to refuse an application that contradicts Switzerland law or WCPT’s general brand and values.
2. All prices are in pound sterling and are subject to 7.7% VAT.
3. Applications will be processed in the order they were received.
4. A 50% deposit is required to confirm your booking. The remaining balance is due within 30 days of the invoice date.
5. Companies will not be allowed to select their stand(s) until full payment is made.
6. Congress details may change without notice.
7. Please refer to the congress website for the latest information.
8. A complete set of terms and conditions will be included in the agreement sent to you upon receipt of this application.
9. Partnership recognition is only available to companies that take up a congress partnership package.

Contact
Shahida Wood
Industry Sales Consultant
T +44 (0)7741 907562
E exhibition@wcpt.org
Skype shahidawood
Join the largest international physical therapy congress in 2019
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